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Storyline Overview
Chapter No. & Title

Key Messages

9

Convening for Action
in Metro Vancouver
Region

For almost three decades, the LWMP process has been
a regulatory driver for watershed‐based action. Ongoing
high‐level support by the Metro Vancouver Board has
sustained and enabled incremental progress in aligning
rainwater management efforts across the region.

a.

Water Balance Model
for British Columbia

b.

Green Infrastructure
Partnership

c.

ISMP Course
Correction

d.

Watershed Case
Profile Series

e.

Adaptive Management
Framework

The web‐based Water Balance Model began as an
initiative of the Metro Vancouver Stormwater
Interagency Liaison Group (SILG). Translating high
expectations for ‘green’ development into practical
design guidelines required looking at rainfall differently.
The Partnership helped local government practitioners
by creating forums for them to share their experiences
and lessons learned. This created a ripple effect that
spurred even more innovation and moved the state‐of‐
the‐art to a more mainstream level.
Two years in the making (2008‐2010), the Integrated
Liquid Waste & Resource Management Plan established
the framework for moving the region beyond regulatory
compliance to transitioning Metro Vancouver to an
approach that achieves the Sustainable Region Vision.
By telling the stories of those who are spearheading
changes in practice, this helps other local governments
eliminate the “disconnect between information and
implementation” that may otherwise hold them back.
The Case Profiles will facilitate inter‐regional sharing.
Developed by an inter‐governmental working group, the
AMF is a universal, consistent yet flexible, monitoring
framework that may be implemented across
municipalities of different sizes, drainage patterns and
budgets. The intent is that it be a ‘living document’.
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9. Convening for Action
in Metro Vancouver
Region
The genesis for inter-regional collaboration among
‘convening for action’ champions from Metro
Vancouver and the east coast of Vancouver Island
is found in three successive initiatives, dating back
to 1990, that advanced an ecosystems approach:

 Canada’s Green Plan for a Healthy
Environment (1990 - 1995)
 Georgia Basin Ecosystem Initiative
(1998 - 2003)
 Georgia Basin Action Plan (2003 - 2009)
In 2000, Canada and the United States signed a
Joint Statement of Cooperation on the Georgia
Basin and Puget Sound Ecosystem - to maintain
sustainable ecosystems and communities in the
face of continuing population and economic
growth. It outlined common goals and objectives,
reinforced the benefits of ‘decades of collaborative
activity’, and recognized contributions then being
made by the Metro Vancouver region.

Timeline & Milestones
The timeline included as Figure 49 identifies
milestones through the ‘convening for action’ lens.
Spread over almost two decades, the milestones
represent a cumulative building blocks process.
Water Sustainability Action Plan: Experience
gained in the Metro Vancouver region during the
period 1997-2003 informed and influenced the
Water Sustainability Action Plan (2004), notably
five of the six original plan elements.
The centrepiece of the Action Plan, the Water
Balance Model (WBM), began as an initiative of
the Metro Vancouver Stormwater Interagency
Liaison Group (SILG). As an early demonstration
of the value of the ‘regional team approach’, the
WBM established credibility for related initiatives.

This long history provides context for, and
insights into, understanding the origins of the
ecosystem-based approach that underpins
the current Georgia Basin IREI.

Inter-Regional Sharing and Learning: The
Convening for Action in Metro Vancouver initiative
was launched through the Green Infrastructure
Partnership, with endorsement by regional elected
representatives and Regional Engineers Advisory
Committee, in 2005. Metro Vancouver experience
then informed implementation of the Vancouver
Island program (commencing in 2007). For the
past decade, cross-pollination of ideas and
approaches has been ongoing among local
government leaders. Vancouver Island champions
are proving out concepts initially identified by
‘convening for action’ in Metro Vancouver.
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Convening for Action in Metro Vancouver Region:
Time-Line & Milestones

COLOUR CODE:
Blue = provincial milestone
Black = Metro Vancouver
regional milestone
Green = SILG milestone
Brown = SILG in collaboration with
Water Sustainability Action Plan

Figure 49
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Metro Vancouver Storyline
A communications strategy built around the two
images on Figure 50 helped to create ‘political will’
in the Metro Vancouver region during the period
1998 through 2003. In the years since, ongoing
high-level support by the Metro Vancouver Board
has sustained and enabled incremental progress
in aligning efforts across the region.
Liquid Waste Management Planning (LWMP):
For almost three decades, the LWMP process has
been a regulatory driver for action. Briefly:

 Stage 1 of the first Plan was completed in 1989.
 Stage 2 was completed in 1999 and approved
by the Minister of Environment in 2001.

 Stage 2 included a Stormwater Management
Plan for the region.

 Between 2008 and 2010, an updating process
revamped the LWMP as the Integrated Liquid
Waste & Resource Management Plan.

 It was approved by the Minister in May 2011.

Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group The 2001 LWMP created SILG to build on the
solutions (for integrated watershed planning)
developed during the Stage 2 LWMP process,
facilitate the ongoing exchange of information
among the member municipalities, and
provide technical advice.

Application of Science-Based Understanding:
In 1998, the concept of 20-yr and 50-yr visions
(Figure 50) helped the Councils for the cities of
Coquitlam, Burnaby, Port Moody, Surrey and
North Vancouver visualize and make policy
choices for watershed protection. This then shifted
the focus from WHY DO IT to HOW. By 2001,
development of the Water Balance Methodology
(and the WB Model) informed the HOW answer.
Political Will and Support: Informing regional
elected representatives about ‘water balance’
restoration is a guiding principle for the Convening
for Action in Metro Vancouver initiative:

 The process started in 2003 at the UBCM
Annual Convention. The Urban Forum coupled
the formal launch of the WBM with celebration
of A Sustainable Urban System: the LongTerm Plan for Greater Vancouver, Canada’s
award-winning entry in the 2003 Sustainable
Urban Systems Design Competition.

 The informing / educating process accelerated
in conjunction with two regional initiatives:
Sustainable Region Initiative (2006-2007); and
LWMP Reference Panel process (2008-2010).

 Since 2011, update presentations have been
made by the Partnership to Metro Vancouver’s
Utilities Committee in Spring and/or Fall.
The Partnership has also implemented a process
to recognize individuals Councils as Champion
Supporters of the Water Sustainability Action Plan.
Watershed Moments: The Metro Vancouver
storyline that follows is organized in five parts:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Water Balance Model for British Columbia
Green Infrastructure Partnership
ISMP Course Correction
Watershed Case Profile Series
Adaptive Management Framework

This series of ‘watershed moments’ is viewed
primarily through the ‘convening for action’
lens, and secondarily through the SILG lens.
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Communication Tools that ‘Translate the Science’ Inform Decision Processes:

20‐Yr
Vision

50‐Yr
Vision

Hold the
Line

Improve
Conditions

What was viewed as ‘not possible’ in 1998 is the legacy goal in 2015:
In 1998, the image above captured the evolution of drainage planning philosophy over the
previous half‐century. The image translated the Horner and May scientific findings (on the impact
of land use change) into a decision support tool for green infrastructure goals and objectives.
Because it illustrated the consequences for stream corridor ecology of various attitudes towards
rainwater management, it provided stakeholders with clear visual choices regarding desired
outcomes for Integrated Stormwater Management Plans (ISMPs).

Annual Water Balance – Surface Runoff

Genesis for the Water Balance Model
(circa 2001):
To secure high‐level political support to explore
HOW to implement changes in rainwater
management practices at the individual property
scale, it was first necessary to demonstrate that:
 the consequences of inaction would be more

Restoration of
‘water balance’
over time

surface runoff volume due to densification
plus a changing climate; and
 the restoration of a watershed’s ‘water balance’

could be achieved over a 50‐yr timeframe (or
one building cycle), one property at a time, in
conjunction with land redevelopment.
These were drivers for development of the
Water Balance Methodology.

Year

Figure 50
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a. Water Balance Model
for British Columbia
Figure 51 encapsulates the history of the WBM –
from WB methodology to WB model. Translating
high expectations for “green” development into
practical design guidelines required looking at
rainfall differently. In 2001, SILG recognized the
value of the water balance approach and funded
development of the original spreadsheet tool.
The web-based WBM bridges engineering and
planning, is a scenario comparison and decision
support tool, and is an initiative of government.

Slow, Sink and Spread
Rainwater Runoff
Political support for the ‘water balance’ approach
is real - for example: The Metro Vancouver Board
amended the 2012 Budget to add a line item to cofund the Water Balance Model Express. This
triggered a matching grant from the BC-Canada
Regional Adaptation Collaboratives project.
Interfaced with Google Maps/Earth, the Express is
an online tool that helps property owners quantify
how well their properties capture, sink and spread
rainwater runoff and do their share to meet pre-set
watershed targets for volume, infiltration and flow.
The first three to be implemented are Surrey,
North Van District and Coquitlam.

Encourage a ‘Design with Nature’
Stewardship Ethic
In July 2002, a core group of champions on SILG
formed the Inter-Governmental Partnership (IGP)
to develop the WBM as a web-based tool, the first
of its kind in the world. The IGP quickly expanded
membership to four regions to become a provincial
initiative co-chaired by the Province of BC and
Environment Canada. The WBM was included as
an element of the Georgia Basin Action Plan.

Commitment to Protecting Watershed Health:

Outreach & Continuing Education Program: In
2004, the IGP began a capacity-building and talent
development program which continues to this day.
The City of Surrey, North Vancouver District and
City of Coquitlam have ongoing leadership roles in
this program. These municipalities are pioneering
and implementing ‘water balance’ solutions that
demonstrate how urban development can achieve
‘design with nature’ outcomes.

“Metro Vancouver contributed $50,000 because
widespread use of this decision tool will help Metro
Vancouver and members fulfil our regulatory
commitments. The region and
members have committed to
protecting stream and watershed
health. This will be accomplished by
managing rain where it falls. Use of
the Water Balance Model can help municipalities to
define achievable and affordable performance
targets at the watershed, neighbourhood and site
scales,” stated Metro Vancouver Chair Greg Moore
in 2012 when he announced the grant.
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Looking At Rainfall Differently Led to the ‘Water Balance Methodology’

Linking Rainfall, the Landscape,
Streamflow, Interflow and Groundwater
has been a Building Block Process:
How to Reduce Runoff Volume (2000)
How to Mimic Flow‐Duration (2007)
How to Sustain Deep Infiltration (2012)
How to Integrate Performance Targets
(2013)

“A Living Laboratory”
Looking at rainfall differently started with the
UniverCity Sustainable Community on Burnaby Mountain (2000):
Simon Fraser University is situated at the top of the Stoney Creek drainage
system in the Brunette Watershed. The Stoney Creek ISMP was the pilot for
Integrated Stormwater Management Plans in the Metro Vancouver region

Year

Milestone in Evolution of
Water Balance Methodology

Year
2000

Water Balance Methodology developed

1973

Thomas Hammer publishes research on
relationship between land use changes and
stream erosion

2001

prototype WBM implemented on spreadsheet platform

2001

Water Balance Methodology incorporated in Guidebook

2002

Stormwater Guidebook released by Province

2003

web‐based WBM launched at UBCM Annual Convention

2004

outreach program rolled out in multiple regions

2007

interface integrated with QUALHYMO engine

2008

“Version 1.0” rolled out with “Living Water Smart”

2009

received “Premier’s Award for Innovation & Excellence”

2009

“The Plan for the Future” released

2010

federal / provincial RAC program funded 4 new modules

2011

“Version 2.1” rebuilt on Linux / Wordpress platform

2014

“WBM Express for Landowners” operationalized

1996

Breakthroughs by a number of pioneers
lead to a roadmap for integrated watershed
management

2000

Protecting stream health within Brunette
River tributaries in Metro Vancouver results
in “Water Balance Methodology”

2002

Province releases Stormwater Planning:
A Guidebook for British Columbia

2007

Province initiates Beyond the Guidebook
initiative to link site, watershed & stream

2013

Water Balance Express integrates
watershed‐specific targets at site scale

From Methodology to Model – The Timeline

Figure 51
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b. Green Infrastructure
Partnership
Everything is connected. British Columbia’s Green
Infrastructure Partnership (GIP) was an outcome
of the WBM launch at the 2003 UBCM Convention.

Metro Vancouver Milestones
In 2010, GIP responsibilities were merged with
those of the Partnership for Water Sustainability,
which is now the “keeper of the GIP legacy”,
defined by successes such as (Figure 52):
2005 Consultation Workshop: “The REAC

During the period 2003 through 2010, the GIP
played a prominent role in leading change and
assisting with implementation of the Water
Sustainability Action Plan, primarily in the Metro
Vancouver region, and also on Vancouver Island.

Reflections of a Past-Chair
Paul Ham, at the time the
General Manager of Engineering
with the City of Surrey, served as
GIP Chair from 2005 until his
retirement in 2008. He continued
as Past-Chair until 2010.
“Shortly after becoming GIP Chair, I met with my
peers on the Metro Vancouver Regional
Engineers Advisory Committee (REAC), and
asked them to support and participate in the Green
Infrastructure Consultation Workshop that the City
of Surrey hosted in May 2005,” recalls Paul Ham.
“The so-called ‘REAC Workshop’ proved to be a
transformational event. The ‘Convening for Action’
initiative was well and truly launched.”
“In looking back, I see my years of chairing the
Green Infrastructure Partnership as helping to get
the ball rolling and ideas disseminated, on green
infrastructure, all of which has subsequently been
taken up by others to a much greater degree of
implementation and success.”
“Green infrastructure practices have moved from
pilot project to neighbourhood and watershed
scale approaches. I believe that, in some
substantive way, our GIP efforts a decade ago
advanced the cause of sustainable development
and moved the state of-the-art of green
infrastructure to a more mainstream level,”
concludes Paul Ham.

workshop proved to be a revelation for all those who
participated,” recalls Raymond Fung
(GIP Chair, 2008-2012), Director of
Engineering & Transportation with the
District of West Vancouver.
“We witnessed the motivational power of celebrating
successes. We also recognized the need to get the
story out about the leadership being shown by local
government. This influenced everything that
followed, including the work on Vancouver Island.”

2006 Showcasing Green Innovation Series:
The workshop led to the 2006 pilot which then led to
series in Metro Vancouver and on Vancouver Island
in 2007. “These three series helped local government
practitioners immeasurably by creating forums for
them to share their experiences and lessons learned.
This created a ripple effect that spurred even more
innovation,” states Raymond Fung.

2007 Beyond the Guidebook Seminar: At this
launch event, Surrey organized a charrette exercise
based on the Fergus Creek prototype watershed
plan. Later, the Ministry of Community Development
issued a circular to all local governments in BC.
“We wanted regional and municipal
governments to be informed that the ‘Beyond
the Guidebook’ approach to rainwater
management is endorsed by the Province and
reflects a ‘design with nature’ approach to
climate change adaptation,” recalls Glen
Brown. He is now UBCM’s General Manager.

2009 Surrey Water Balance Forum: The goal was
to move beyond pilot projects to a watershed-based
approach to achieving performance targets. The
program framed the HOW question as it pertains to
green infrastructure: HOW will Surrey get it built right;
and HOW will a consistent regional approach be
achieved in Metro Vancouver?
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Moving Beyond Pilot Projects to Watershed‐Based Approach Began a Decade Ago:

“We are using the slogan The New Business As Usual
to convey the message that, for change to really occur,
practices that until now have been viewed as the
exception must become the norm moving forward. We
have to build regulatory models and develop models of
practice and expertise to support The New Business As
Usual”, stated Dale Wall, former Deputy Minister
(when he announced the launch of the WBM Version
1.0) at the Gaining Ground Summit in May 2008.

GIP branding for ‘Convening for Action in Metro Vancouver’

Dale Wall was a founding member of GIP Steering Committee

Today’s Expectations are Tomorrow’s Standards
At the ‘2007 Beyond the Guidebook Seminar’, the
Ministry of Community Development unveiled its road
map for leveraging change to protect stream health
(Green Communities Initiative and criteria for grants).
DFO announced that ‘Beyond the Guidebook’ is part of
the move from guidelines to tools, and explained why
the stream health objective is broader than how much
water one can infiltrate on a particular development.
The 2007 Beyond the Guidebook Seminar engaged practitioners in the
practical aspects of implementing changes in development practices.

2009 Surrey Forum led to collaboration among local governments in three regions
Experience shared at the 2009 Surrey Forum
was the inspiration for the Topsoil Primer Set,
released in 2010 at the Bowker Creek Forum.
This synthesized the pioneering experience of
Surrey, North Vancouver District and
Courtenay (Vancouver Island). Subsequently,
the Province funded and the Okanagan Basin
Water Board led, the initiative to transform
the Primer Set into a Bylaws Toolkit in 2012.

Topsoil Primer Set (2010)

Figure 52

Topsoil Bylaws
Toolkit (2012)
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c. ISMP Course
Correction
Two years in the making (2008-2010), Metro
Vancouver’s Integrated Liquid Waste & Resource
Management Plan established the framework for
moving the region beyond regulatory compliance
to transitioning Metro Vancouver to an approach
that achieves the Sustainable Region Vision.
The companion report by the advisory LWMP
Reference Panel included a recommendation
for an “ISMP Course Correction”.

Liquid Waste Management Plan
Reference Panel
As part of its consultation and bridge-building
process, the Reference Panel met with REAC to
discuss the ‘elephant in the room’ (Figure 53).
Subsequently, the panel recommended that
municipalities re-focus ISMPS on watershed
targets and outcomes. This recommendation
flowed from concerns of municipalities over the
‘unintended consequences’ resulting from ISMPs
completed to that point.
The Reference Panel also recommended an
expanded mandate for a renamed and ‘new
SILG’ to lead a ‘regional team approach’.

A Better Plan: “The Integrated Plan has been
influenced for the better by the contributions of the
10-person advisory Reference Panel. The Reference
Panel reported directly to the
regional
politicians.
Through
reporting
out
and
ongoing
interaction with Metro Vancouver’s
Waste Management and Finance
committees, the Reference Panel
made an observable difference in stimulating
informed discussion about liquid waste/resource and
rainwater management issues,” stated Johnny
Carline, Metro Vancouver CAO, in June 2010.

ISMP Course Correction Series
Released in November-December 2010, the 5part series was designed to inform local
governments and others about what they could do
to ensure outcome-oriented ISMPs. The series
was followed by a Summary Report in February
2011. The series presented a road map for action.
After a decade of ISMP experience in the Metro
Vancouver region, key issues were ‘cost‘ and
‘cost versus value’. The money issue revolved
around the long-term dilemma of how to pay for
infrastructure and watershed improvements if
there is no source of dedicated funding.
As an outcome of the series, the Partnership for
Water Sustainability and Asset Management BC
aligned efforts to achieve a shared goal to:
Connect the dots between land use planning,
watershed health AND infrastructure asset
management.

This alignment is the genesis for Sustainble
Watershed Systems, through Asset Management
(2015).

Course on ISMP Course Correction
Designed for an interdisciplinary audience and
peer-based, the 2-day course guided practitioners
through the stages and steps in developing a
Watershed Blueprint that is balanced,
landscape-based and financially sustainable. The
teaching team comprised leaders from the City of
Surrey, Capital Regional District, District of North
Vancouver and District of West Vancouver.
Beyond the Guidebook Primer Series: The first
two guidance documents in the Primer Series
were released by the Partnership in conjunction
with the 2-day course. The Primers provided the
technical foundation for the course curriculum.
The series adds depth to the 2002 Guidebook. The
goal is to help all local governments go farther,
more efficiently and effectively.
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ISMP Course Correction is the Genesis for
‘Sustainable Watershed Systems, through Asset Management’
WHY A COURSE CORRECTION:
“Unfortunately, ISMPs completed to date have
tended to be engineering‐centric, and in general can
be described as ‘glorified’ master drainage plans.
ISMPs that do not integrate land use and drainage
planning are resulting in unaffordable multi‐million
dollar infrastructure budget items that become
municipal liabilities, without providing offsetting
stream health benefits.”
Metro Vancouver Reference Panel
Final Report, July 2009

The “elephant in the room” was unfunded municipal
liabilities resulting from unintended outcomes of ISMPs
Series Brought Together Two Streams of Thinking:
Watershed‐Based Planning & Infrastructure Asset
Management:
The series drew attention to successful approaches
and wisdom gained by local government leaders.
The series purpose was to assist local governments in
moving beyond pipe‐and‐convey ‘stormwater’ to a
‘design with nature’ approach to community design –
one that integrates ‘rainwater management’ with
land use planning, climate change adaptation and
infrastructure asset management.
Each document in the series explored a theme area
(listed opposite).

Course on the ISMP Course Correction:
Hosted by Surrey, themes for the 2‐day course were:
Build the Vision (Day#1) / Create the Legacy (Day #2).
The course elaborated on methodologies and tools
that will help local governments: 1) get the
watershed vision right; 2) establish achievable
performance targets; 3) create an affordable
watershed blueprint; and 4) integrate with other
processes and/or plans to incrementally implement
the watershed blueprint over decades.
The “Course on the ISMP Course Correction” (November 2011) is the
genesis for the Georgia Basin Inter‐Regional Education Initiative (IREI).
Representatives from 4 of the 5 IREI partner regions attended.

Figure 53
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d. Watershed Case
Profile Series
The Water Case Profile Series is an undertaking
(by the Partnership for Water Sustainability) and a
deliverable under the IREI umbrella. The series
purpose is to inform and accelerate inter-regional
sharing within the Georgia Basin.
By telling the stories of those who are
spearheading changes in practice, this
helps other local governments eliminate
the “disconnect between information and
implementation” that may otherwise hold
them back.

Eliminate the Disconnect: “The Watershed Case
Profile Series was an action item that resulted from
the Partnership’s update presentation to the Metro
Vancouver Utilities Committee in
October 2012. At that meeting, we
invited
Metro
Vancouver
to
collaborate with Vancouver Island
regional districts pursuant to
Strategy #3.2 in the Integrated
Liquid Waste & Resource Management Plan. The
Partnership volunteered to meet individually with
municipal Councils to inform them about the benefits
of collaboration and how it would help them to better
deliver on regulatory compliance,” explains Ted van
der Gulik, Partnership President, and formerly the
Senior Engineer with the BC Ministry of Agriculture.

Champion Supporters
The Champion Supporter designation provides the
Partnership with the reason to meet with Councils
(Figure 54). The designation is an effective way to
recognize municipal champions who are making
exceptional contributions, and are establishing
precedents that inform implementation of proven
watershed-based approaches. Extracts from the
Case Profiles for five Metro Vancouver municipal
leaders are presented in the pages that follow:

City of Surrey: Now in its fifth decade of
continuous implementation of watershed-based
planning and engineering, the City has more
‘ISMP experience’ than any other jurisdiction in
BC. The City continues to evolve and adapt an
approach that incorporates lessons learned in
getting green infrastructure built right. When it
revisits all ISMPs in the upcoming update cycle,
the City will be overlaying a climate change lens.
City of Coquitlam: In 2003, Council amended the
Official Community Plan (OCP) to require that
watershed planning precede Neighbourhood
Plans, and that land use plans take into account
watershed conditions and needs. The City has
arrived at a good place, but the journey was not
easy. There was a dark period, yet that is what
makes the Coquitlam story authentic.
District of North Vancouver: The 2011 OCP
embedded the vision for restoration of the urban
watershed landscape. Then development of
implementation plans for five Town Centres
showed that the pathway to an ISMP is through an
integrated project that brings together the right
people with the right knowledge to fit the pieces
together and build integrated solutions.
Corporation of Delta: The three urban areas
within an agricultural sea are built out. This means
Delta is effectively limited to retrofitting of rain
gardens within road corridors. Because road
rights-of-way account for one-third of urban land
area, Delta’s rain garden program has the
potential to make a material difference over time.
City of North Vancouver: The City-wide rain
garden program has raised community awareness
of the connection between catch basins and
stream health, and the need to capture rain where
it falls. Rain garden benefits are cumulative. Now
that the City has success stories to share, it is
poised for the next leap forward.
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Watershed Case Profile Series Showcases Local Government Leaders:

Metro Vancouver Utilities Committee

Convening for Action in Metro Vancouver

Recognition of City of Surrey

“Clearly, this program is resonating with
local government. No other forum provides
us with the same kind of opportunity to ‘tell
our stories’. It is evident that there are
many champions in local government; and
it is important that we recognize and
celebrate what they are doing. This is all
part of creating our future. And when we
ask ‘what will this community look like in 50
years’, we can point to the green
infrastructure examples and then we will
know what it will look like in 50 years."

Recognition of North Vancouver City

Delta Mayor Lois Jackson
Metro Vancouver Chair (2006‐2011)
September 2007

Recognition of
Metro Vancouver

Recognition of City of Coquitlam

Recognition of North Vancouver District

Figure 54
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City of Surrey
Surrey is one of two municipalities that have
played defining roles in all Convening for Action in
Metro Vancouver milestones since inception. The
District of North Vancouver is the other. Both have
undertaken original and science-based research,
developed demonstration applications, and hosted
‘sharing & learning’ forums. These contributions
date back to the content for the 2002 Guidebook.

Surrey Biodiversity Conservation Strategy is
Over-Arching: The City of Surrey is believed to
have established a Canadian first when it adopted
a Biodiversity Conservation Strategy in July 2014.
The Executive Summary includes a lynch-pin
statement, one that provides guidance for
watershed-based planning and actions that would
ultimately create a Watershed Health Legacy:
This Biodiversity Conservation Strategy
recognizes Surrey’s biodiversity as a key
foundation of a healthy, livable and
sustainable community. Preserving nature
provides many benefits (including reduced
infrastructure).

A Collaborative Culture: “The guiding philosophy
behind the Biodiversity Strategy is to do what is
good for the long-term health and livability of
Surrey, and makes sense to the
community. A watershed-based
approach is more than drainage.
To be truly integrated, it must be
about overlapping layers. It is
about what each department can
do to support the strategies of other departments,”
explains Carrie Baron, Drainage Manager.
“We can do this because Surrey has an embedded
team-building culture. Collaboration is the way we
do business. It is just natural. The departments sit
together on internal groups. This is why everyone
understands what others are doing.”

Integration of Natural Systems Thinking and
Adaptation to a Changing Climate: “The City
has been building on its Master Drainage Plan
foundation since the 1970s. The operative word is
evolution. Surrey’s approach to
drainage has been evolving over
the decades through an adaptive
(learn by doing) process. As of
2015, the City has completed
ISMPs for all its watersheds.
Now we are preparing for the next evolution,”
reports David Hislop, Drainage Upland Engineer.
“We are striving for a science-based approach to
watershed health. In 2016, we will look at all our
ISMPs, good and bad, for lessons learned so far,”
continues Carrie Baron. “This assessment is the
first step to moving forward with the next cycle.
Looking ahead, we will be adding climate change
and further advancing integration of natural
systems thinking into the City’s watershed plans.
This aligns with the program direction for the IREI.”

Restoration of Already Urbanized Watersheds:
“Greenfield development is comparatively easy.
The real challenge is in restoration of watershed
health. Retrofits are tougher to implement. Shifting
the ecological baseline to replicate a healthy
watershed requires boldness. If local government
doesn’t do it, then nobody will,” adds Carrie Baron.
“When a community has a long-term and realistic
vision of what is needed, then it is all about seizing
opportunities as they arise, such as the Robson
Park Revitalization (Figure 55). But keep in mind
that progress towards the vision will be
incremental. Avoid steps that are too big.”
“All City projects have interdepartmental steering
committees. So, internal conversations lead to
integrated outcomes, complete with policies and
regulations that support implementation. We are
trying to integrate as best we can, and meet the
needs of many in the process. At the end of the
day, this is what makes for a better community.”
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Robson Park Revitalization in North Surrey demonstrates how to
incrementally restore the health of an already urbanized watershed:

The 5 hectare project successfully
merged the need for stormwater
management with the need to
revitalize a dated park facility.
Completed in 2011, creek daylighting
resulted in a new park with
educational water features.

Transformation of Robson Park: “We are really excited about the impact that Robson Creek day‐lighting has had
in mobilizing the community in this North Surrey neighbourhood,” states Carrie Baron, Surrey Drainage Manager.
“Park transformation started with Engineering and Parks collaborating on a joint project. We then involved the
neighbourhood, streamkeepers and local school to create a shared vision.”
“The locals say they have never seen so many people use the revitalized Robson Park. This success story shows that
things don’t have to stay the same; over time we can bring value back into a neighbourhood.”

Engineering Objectives:
Minimize stream erosion velocities
Provide detention for frequent runoff events
Provide water quality treatment of storm inflows
Provide some spawning and rearing habitat
Increase oxygen in the system

Figure 55
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City of Coquitlam
Over the past decade, Coquitlam has been
evolving an effective and adaptable approach to
development and implementation of Integrated
Watershed Management Plans (IWMP’s). The
City is now recognized as a leader in this field.

being regulated within the existing subdivision
approval process.
Recognizing the limitations of source control
application on single family lots required that
watershed plans deliver a strategy to augment
rainfall capture shortfalls with works in other areas.

IWMPs: OCP amendments in May 2003
addressed a Provincial requirement to complete
watershed planning. The new City policies
prioritized
watershed
studies
before
Neighbourhood Plans so that land use plans could
take into account each watershed’s conditions and
needs. This move provided staff with the mandate
to include IWMPs in the City’s Financial Plan and
funding to complete all eleven watershed plans by
the 2016 legislative deadline.
Linking the IWMP and neighbourhood planning
processes gave the City’s Planning, Parks,
Environmental Services and other departments a
vested interest in the outcome of watershed plans
and a reason to actively participate in the process.
The OCP policies also supported new approaches
for mitigating land development impacts which laid
the foundation for the city-wide Rainwater
Management
Design
Requirements
and
Guidelines used today.
Council later endorsed a ‘systems’ approach
philosophy which aims to offset impacts in one
area of a watershed with gains in another for a ‘net
environmental benefit’
Rainwater Management Requirements: The
approach to rainwater management features
practical,
performance-based
requirements.
These apply to subdivision and building permit
applications in all areas with a watershed plan.
The rainfall capture criteria are tailored to each
watershed and specified within each IWMP.
The requirements remove the burden of formal
permitting, security or inspection for single family
building permits. Larger developments are
required to have professionals undertake and
oversee the requirements with drainage works

Building Better: The Building Better program was
developed to point out where sustainable features
are located in Coquitlam and provide information
on how they work. Building better in Coquitlam
means using sustainable building approaches and
purpose-built features to mimic nature or promote
a healthy environment. Some examples are:
absorbent topsoil, infiltration trenches, water
quality ponds, pervious pavement, street trees and
rain gardens. (To see other applications, visit the
City of Coquitlam’s Building Better webpage at:
http://www.coquitlam.ca/cityservices/environment/building-better.aspx)

The Building Better Green
Star helps the public to
identify which projects
incorporate
sustainable
building
features
and
recognizes the developers,
builders and businesses in
Coquitlam
who
are
“building better”.
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Monitoring and Adaptive Management: In 2013,
Coquitlam piloted the regional Monitoring and
Adaptive
Management
Framework
being
developed by Metro Vancouver and member
municipalities. The framework is used to monitor
watershed health and ISMP effectiveness and will
help the City to prioritize adaptive management
actions. The City is now in its second year of AMF
implementation with plans to continue the program
by monitoring three watersheds per year.

Studies: In 2011, the City tested the performance
of on-site infiltration trenches to address concerns
about their performance in sloped areas with poor
draining soils, and high rainfall. Despite overflow
conditions in the winter months, the test results
revealed the benefit of the facility and its overall
performance on an annual basis, which exceeded
both design criteria and expectations.

Ten Principles for Watershed Planning and
Rainwater Management in the City of Coquitlam
1

Take action. Doing something imperfectly is
better than doing nothing flawlessly.
Use Council direction to endorse an overarching
objective which requires inter‐departmental
collaboration, guides policy development, and
gets watershed management into municipal
processes.

2

3

Develop a city‐wide strategy which defines
concrete goals, how you plan to achieve them,
and who you need to do it.

4

Appoint and support a champion within your
organization to lead the movement.

5

Start small. Build on successes as you go.
Incremental improvement is easier to implement.

6

Stay practical. Strive to turn idealistic, ambitious
ideas into actions that are achievable.

7

Expect and prepare for opposition. It is
important to advance good policy regardless of
resistance to change.

The City has initiated another study to consider
further options for single family rainwater
management. The study will compare the use of
the City’s current large treatment facilities for
single family home runoff to treatment options at
the site level.

8

Be flexible and acknowledge when you need to
adjust course. Mistakes are lessons for moving
forward.

9

Take a holistic approach to watershed
management which offsets impacts in some
areas with meaningful gains in others.

Water Balance Express: In 2015, Coquitlam has
teamed up with the Partnership for Water
Sustainability BC to implement the Water Balance
Express decision support tool for landowners. The
City plans to use the tool to augment its existing
rainwater management requirements. The WBM
provides outreach and support for a single family
homeowner who wants to do more than the
existing requirement for additional topsoil.

10

The City also conducted a performance study in
2012 on a bioswale median with engineered soil
and special filter media designed to remove
pollutants from the road runoff. The test results
showed an 80-90% reduction in contaminants
such as nitrate, zinc, copper and total suspended
solids.

Balance environmental, economic and social
considerations.
Be sure you are developing a plan which
considers a variety of sectors, rather than
advancing the agenda of one group.

Source:
Watershed Planning and Rainwater Management:
Creating the Future in the City of Coquitlam, January 2014,
Partnership for Water Sustainability in British Columbia
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District of North Vancouver
The Lynn Valley Town Centre project provided the
demonstration application for development of two
web-based tools, namely: the Drainage
Infrastructure Screening Tool; and the Water
Balance Model Express for Landowners. These
tools were foundation pieces for the Hastings
Creek Watershed Blueprint process (Figure 56).
The Hasting Creek Watershed Blueprint
process has demonstrated HOW local
governments can implement the ‘ISMP
Course Correction’ and how they can
accomplish more with the same investment.

Hastings
Creek
Watershed
Blueprint:
“Integrated community planning is very much
about a sense of place and, in the
case of Lynn Valley Town Centre,
weaving nature into the urban fabric.
The Hastings Blueprint is enabling us
to develop principles. These will be
transferable to integrated planning for other town
centres,” stated Susan Haid, former Manager of
Sustainable Community Development, in 2013.
The Lynn Valley Town Centre planning process
has been guided by this principle: How will the
Town Centre Implementation Plan do its part to
improve the overall health of the entire Hastings
Creek watershed system?
“We look for ways to do a better job, apply
technology effectively and efficiently, and save the
District money. This is the philosophy that we have
brought to the Hastings Creek Blueprint,” states
Richard
Boase,
Blueprint
champion. We recognize the
value of a life-cycle cost way of
managing assets. The financial
burden of stabilizing streams is
a motivator for the District to do
business differently: view the watershed through
an asset management lens.”

Drainage Infrastructure Screening Tool:
Developed in response to a need identified by
Metro Vancouver municipalities, the tool is an
intermediary step in the drainage assessment
process that also happens to include the
opportunity to provide a look at how climate
change will affect piped drainage systems. It is
about looking for simpler methods to determine if
there is a problem that needs detailed analysis.
The Lynn Valley Town Centre demonstrated
the immediate payback in using the screening
tool to apply a Level-of-Service Methodology.

From Policies to Action on the Ground: “The
Blueprint work has resulted in a balance of
science-based understanding and practicality at
the watershed scale. Next, engineering and
planning will drill down to the
individual site scale to implement
changes in land development and
infrastructure servicing practices,”
states Gavin Joyce, the District’s
General Manager for Engineering,
Parks and Facilities.
“Integration of the Lynn Valley Town Centre and
Watershed Blueprint processes yielded invaluable
understanding. We now have the opportunity to
put in place the right tools to restore watershed
health. The process starts with good policies that
cascade down in order to produce action on the
ground. We have a plan; there is agreement about
the goals; we are developing tools for use by staff,
developers and homeowners; and we have a
schedule of opportunities. Everything that we need
is in play.”
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A ‘Watershed Blueprint’ is a Truly Integrated Plan to
Restore Watershed Function over Decades
QUOTABLE QUOTE #1: “The work‐in‐progress Hastings
Creek Watershed Blueprint is much more than a report. It
will be an online decision support tool: map‐based; and
interdepartmental in application. We are building on what
we learned from the Bowker Creek precedent and taking
what they did to another level,” explains Richard Boase.
“The Drainage Infrastructure Screening Tool has facilitated
the Opportunities Assessment. It enabled staff to focus on
what is important and most relevant. This has resulted in an
effective deployment of resources, both human and
financial, and a better return on investment.”
Aerial view of Lynn Valley Centre & Hastings Creek Watershed

QUOTABLE QUOTE #2: “We have demonstrated
the payback in collaborating with the stewardship
community,” states Richard Boase. “We know what
to look for and we have a clear picture of where
ecological values can be restored. Also, the
Opportunities Assessment has been the catalyst for
inter‐municipal collaboration with North Van City
on common watersheds. We have a standard
methodology for assessment. Each of us can follow‐
up in our own way.”

“Opportunities Assessment” ‐
a driver for first three stages

Agree on the vision.
Set targets to populate WBM Express.
Provide planners with the detail necessary
to guide site‐level decisions as
opportunities for restoration arise.
Then implement.

Figure 56

Source: “A Watershed Blueprint for Hastings Creek: Creating the
Future in the District of North Vancouver”,
May 2013, Partnership for Water Sustainability in BC
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Corporation of Delta
Delta has some 500 kilometres of roadways. The
corporate vision is to enhance community
liveability by beautifying streets, one block at a
time. In 2005, the municipality embarked upon a
long-term initiative to incrementally improve the
urban landscape though a streetscape program
(Figure 57).
Delta hosted the first of three events in the
Showcasing Green Infrastructure Innovation in
Metro Vancouver: The 2007 Series. This was a
‘defining moment’ for Delta. The key message
was: “sustainability on-the-ground is achieved
incrementally through small steps”.

Beyond Pilot Projects: “Delta is making ‘green
infrastructure’ a standard practice in our
community.
These are no
longer just ‘pilot projects’. When
we re-build roads in Delta,
streetscape enhancement is
part of the capital budget. In
addition, each year we invest in
two or three community rain gardens,” states Hugh
Fraser, Delta’s Deputy Director of Engineering. He
is a rain garden champion; and his commitment
has been critical to the success of the initiative.
Shared responsibility is a foundation piece for
Delta’s rain garden program. “Everyone in the
process, students, designers, managers and
constructors, must understand and care about the
big-picture goal. This requires an ongoing
educational process that instils an ethic,”
emphasizes Hugh Fraser.
“Creating a watershed health legacy will ultimately
depend on how well we are able to achieve a
balance between the public and private sides of
rainwater management. There is a huge up-side if
the private sector embraces their contribution to
shared responsibility,” concludes Hugh Fraser.

The Story Behind the Story: Community leader
Deborah Jones, the volunteer Rain Gardens
Coordinator, is a driving force behind the “topdown and bottom-up” approach that defines
Delta’s rain garden program. “The program came
about
through
a
fortunate
confluence of personalities, interests
and skills – it is not something that a
community can necessarily just
decide to do, and presto, it
happens,” says Deborah Jones.
“Remove any one of the individuals or
organizations who played roles in the process, and
North Delta's school and community rain gardens
either would not have happened at all, or would
have been much less successful. Absolutely
ZERO would have happened without Hugh Fraser
and his support for infiltration drainage projects.”
Learn by Doing, Adapt and Improve: “Delta has
implemented a rain garden construction program
in
partnership
with
local
elementary schools. The ultimate
objective is to improve fish habitat
in Delta’s waterways,” reports Dr.
Sarah Howie, Delta’s urban
environmental
designer
for
streetscapes and natural projects.
“A curriculum-based ‘Rain Gardeners’ program for
Grades 4 and 5 students has educated a
generation of students about watersheds, how
they work, and why rain gardens can help improve
aquatic habitat. Students experience caring for
nature by maintaining rain gardens.”
“After almost a decade of designing and building
rain gardens in North Delta, we are still
experimenting. On every project, we try something
different. Each time we learn something new from
experience, and the next time we apply that
experience. In short, Delta’s design process is one
of continuous improvement. The combination of
Council support, designers willing to be innovative,
and the delivery team working together has been
absolutely crucial to building commitment.”
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QUOTABLE QUOTE: “This garden really illustrates Hugh Fraser's comments about fitting
infiltration drainage into an aesthetic streetscape/roadway. People love this touch‐of‐BC‐
landscape right on a busy street surrounding a bus stop!” – Deborah Jones, November 2014

Heath School Rain Garden, North Delta
Photo Credits: Cougar Creek Streamkeepers

Figure 57
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City of North Vancouver
Compact and fully urbanized, the City of North
Vancouver is undergoing redevelopment to higher
density land use. This creates opportunities to
build a greener community, live water smart and
adapt to a changing climate. The City’s rain garden
program embodies those three objectives.

Why the City Has a Rain Garden Program:
“About a decade ago, Tony Barber brought
forward the vision for building rain gardens and
enhancing the City’s streetscapes (Figure 58). He
was the staff champion whose
passion and commitment made
the rain garden program a
reality. This is part of his
personal
and
professional
legacy,” states Mayor Darrell
Mussatto.
“It had taken decades of urbanization to cause the
progressive decline of the City’s creeks. Restoring
stream health requires a long-term commitment
over decades by the community, successive
Councils and City staff.
“Rain gardens have ecological importance, and
are a standard requirement for all developments in
the City of North Vancouver. In addition, all of our
major transportation projects incorporate rain
gardens. We know that a single rain garden will not
make a material difference to conditions in our
creeks. But 1000 rain gardens would be a different
story. All those rain gardens would add up.”
“Before the City’s mindset was out of sight, out of
mind. Now we celebrate rain. We have success
stories to share, and we are ready to engage the
community in a broader conversation about
rainwater management and where future rain
gardens would be located. We would like
neighbourhoods to get involved in the design of
their rain gardens,” emphasizes Mayor Darrell
Mussatto.

Design with Nature to Create an Interface:
“Rain gardens are a form of urban
green infrastructure,” states Doug
Pope, City Engineer. “In this
context, the City’s vision is that we
can enhance and elaborate the
interface between urban and
natural states. For more than a decade, the City
has been demonstrating how to do this.”
“In doing this work, we are not re-creating pristine
natural conditions. Rather, by designing with
nature we are creating an informed and
intentionally designed urban landscape,” adds
Douglas Pope, City Engineer.
“The City is prepared to take a chance in doing
business differently. Yes, there will be growing
pains and sometimes there will be mistakes. Yet,
this is what leads to innovation and efficiencies.”
“A guiding principle is to achieve a balance
between rainwater management on public and
private lands,” concludes Doug Pope.

What the City Has Learned: “Once you get
started with any new process, you get feedback
that generates ‘collisions of ideas’.
The processes get better and the
products become stronger. And that
is what we are seeing in the City,”
explains Peter Navratil, Deputy City
Engineer.
“Push-back from developers declined once they
saw what a rain garden looked like for the first
time. From all perspectives, it gets easier and
easier with each successive installation.”
“Simply put, an enhanced streetscape is a
requirement for re-development. Rain gardens
installed within bumpouts are a standard
requirement of all developments. The benefits go
well beyond rainwater management, addressing
safer pedestrian movements and aesthetically
pleasing streets,” concludes Peter Navratil.
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Hardening of the urban landscape
impacts stream health:

Restoring stream health starts with
capturing rain where it falls:

Source: Presentation by Tony Barber at
2010 FCM Sustainable Communities Conference

Figure 58
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e. Adaptive
Management
Framework
In 2010, the BC Minister of Environment placed a
condition on approval of the regional Integrated
Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan.
The condition required that member municipalities
work with Metro Vancouver to develop a program
which would monitor stormwater and assess the
effectiveness
of
Integrated
Stormwater
Management Plans (ISMP’s).

A Collaborative Interagency Approach: “There
are 21 municipalities in the Metro Vancouver area.
The challenge was to develop a
program which would be costeffective, consistent and fair for
municipalities with very different
drainage systems and budgets,”
says Melony Burton (City of
Coquitlam), Chair of the Stormwater
Interagency Liaison Group (SILG).

To address this challenge, Metro Vancouver
formed a technical group with members of SILG,
the regional Environmental Monitoring Committee
(EMC) and the Ministry of Environment. The group
collaboratively developed the Monitoring and
Adaptive Management Framework (AMF), which
provides an approach for (Figure 59):

Goal is to Improve Watershed Health: The AMF
document covers five major areas: (1) the
monitoring framework; (2) data collection
methodology; (3) assessing and reporting results;
(4) adaptive management actions; and (5)
supporting
information
on
supplemental
monitoring and cost savings.
The framework focuses on adaptive management
to stimulate continuous improvements in
watershed health. As a management tool, the
AMF provides key information to help identify
whether adaptive management is needed and to
help prioritize where to focus limited resources to
gain the most benefit for aquatic health if impacts
are detected.

Protecting the region’s waterways and aquatic
life from the pressures of development is a
challenge: “The AMF provides an opportunity for
municipal actions to fit together
into a regional approach for
watershed protection. It allows for
more consistency, efficiency, and
cooperation in efforts to protect
the region’s valuable resources.
Application of the standardized
approach would build on the accumulated
experience of stakeholders in the ISMP process,
produce meaningful results and save time and
resources for both the municipalities and the Ministry
of Environment,” notes Andjela
KnezevicStevanovic, Director, Environmental Management &
Quality Control, Metro Vancouver.

“I commend Metro Vancouver and the Stormwater
Interagency Liaison Group for collaborating to
develop a program that measures ISMP
effectiveness, reports on stream health, and
prioritizes adaptive management actions. Our
Ministry looks forward to continuing to work with
Metro Vancouver and member municipalities to
protect this region’s waterways and aquatic life,”
adds A.J Downie, Regional Director, Coast
Regional Operations, Ministry of Environment.
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AMF enables municipalities to report out on the effectiveness of
watershed‐based planning initiatives and health of their watersheds….

Figure 59
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‘Regional Team Approach’ Tackling Big Goals Together
Melony Burton

Chair, Metro Vancouver Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group
Supervisor, Infrastructure Management
City of Coquitlam
September 2015

“The Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group (SILG) is made up of engineers from 21
Metro Vancouver municipalities, one treaty, and one electoral area. The committee
meets every second month to discuss stormwater issues and share practical
experience. They also work closely with Metro Vancouver to meet regulatory
obligations.”
“Over the years, this group has commissioned several useful documents such as the
ISMP Template, Stormwater Source Control Design Guidelines, ISMP Lessons Learned
and the Monitoring and Adaptive Management Framework (AMF). The committee is
now working to develop a region‐wide approach for single family rainwater
management.”
“SILG members take turns making presentations about projects in their municipalities
while guest speakers keep the committee tapped into related initiatives in different
fields or regions. These show and tell sessions expose members to creative
approaches while offering up insights on processes and challenges. Trading ideas and
materials also prevents the duplication of efforts.”
“At SILG, we respectfully challenge each other’s ideas to come up with solutions that
are far more robust than any one of us could develop in isolation. There are big,
audacious visions and goals for reform in watershed health and stormwater
management. These have birthed daunting objectives that often progress at a
painfully incremental pace. But it is important to acknowledge that many of these
problems are complicated and have no quick fix. If they did, individual municipalities
would have already addressed them. Collectively, we bring a wealth of knowledge,
experience, ideas and organizational resources to the table to tackle big goals
together. This is how the hard stuff gets done.”
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